Kast -Take Your Professional Training Videos To The World With Click Of A Button
Kalyzee brings you Kast, a camera that enables users to live stream training videos and shared
screens with the click of a button.
Kalyzee, a technology start-up, with its latest innovation, Kast, is all set to change the way elearning, conferences, and trainings are conducted. The device can record and live stream
audiovisuals in real time without compromising on quality. Thankfully, it requires no technical
skill from the user’s end. Multiple different templates can be selected to create a share-screen
with the instructor and their supporting digital recourses. Users can operate the camera from
their tablets or smartphones without having to worry about the technical aspect of video
production.
Why Is Kast A Boon For Teaching And Professional Training?
This groundbreaking technology is designed by a teacher to help instructors offer better
training. The product simplifies the process by automating the shooting, editing, and
dissemination of training content or lectures. In simpler terms, this innovative camera
automatically follows the movements of the speaker using an inbuilt motion recognition
technology. At the same time, it connects with your laptop to montage the screen image in HD
so viewers can view the instructor and the supporting information at the same time. The
technology records the sessions and broadcasts videos in high definition and in real time. It
comes with a Sony CMOS Exmor sensor and 20x optical zoom. Kast can automatically pan, tilt,
and zoom on an area or object, making the whole process hassle-free for users.
Operate It With The Click Of A Button
One of the defining features of Kast is its easy-to-use features and functionalities. The first step
is to download the Kalyzee remote on your phone or tablet from your mobile app store. You
can use the remote to control the camera and to personalize your videos with anything can be
displayed on a screen, such as a secondary video, PowerPoint presentation, or logo. Videos can
be live streamed on YouTube, Facebook or an LMS platform, without any editing.
About Kalyzee
A Young University Company, Kalyzee is a valorization company (law Allègre) founded by a
teacher-researcher. The company is the double winner of the Open edX Hack competitions
organized by MIT. The company specializes in designing, developing, and marketing audiovisual
recording and streaming solutions for instructors and professionals.

